Morning Math

Today is __________________________

Complete today's pattern:

35, 42, 49, _____, _____, _____

Use the graph to answer the questions.

How many kids like tacos?       
How many kids like cheeseburgers? 
How many kids like both?        
How many more kids like cheeseburgers than tacos?

Add

Change the improper fraction to a mixed number.*

6/7 + 5/7 = ____

*The denominator is your divisor. The numerator is your dividend.

The School Store

How much?

$3.25 Dictionary 99¢
$8.50 Crayons 85¢

- How much would 2 pencils and 1 pen cost? ________
- How much would 2 pencils and 1 box of crayons cost? ________
- Jen bought a dictionary and a box of crayons. She gave the clerk a five dollar bill. How much money did she get back? ________
- Sam has $5.15. Does he have enough to buy a dictionary, a pen, a pencil, and a box of crayons? YES NO
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